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ballerina co tume 
churns around 
on rusted roller skates, 
while lettuce larry 
loking stain smooth 
like wanda might have 
looked, maybe better, 
debuts his dark perfume. 
wildly tuneless 
photon throats of streetlamp hum 
radiating the hungers 
of lost city 1ocusts 
trapped buzzing in the mesh of night. 
reviving from jcpennys & dennys 
daytimes indentures 
revving 57 chevvy 
mohammads wheel up asphalt 
footpaths screeching past acetylene 
bushes burning gay cold bruises 
for stopped sidewa1k faces 
that gaze in clutches 
at the faster spastic truths 
scored deeply 
in the hot 
white street 
Kerry J. W. Klostermann 
Love 
Love is like ground-glass 
chopped in the blender 
to serve on Saturday night. 
Ruth Wildes Schuler 
2 
Secret 
Mona Lisa smiles 
at Whistler's Mother, 
because she knows 
that her rocking chair 
is pressing out 
hundred dollar bills 
every other Monday. 
Ruth Wildes Schuler 
Knights Errant 
Times are , 
that I'm likened to 
Sir Lancelot, 
with the fearless ability 
to face a hundred dragons, 
one right after the other, 
unflinchingly and alone, 
With only my wit 
and a few rusty ancient words 
for armour. 
Yet, even the greatest of Knights 
have shoulders to lean on, 
somewhere. 
A shelter of warmth, 
where they can return from 
their battles to mend their wounds, 
and find nourishment 
for their souls. 
Deni Chasteen 
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A Fairytale for Some 
Once upon a time there lived two little people, Sharon and 
Harvey. Which might not have been their real names, but as long as 
those appellations bring to mind those individuals, they will suffice 
for this tale. The pair under discussion have been quite dead for a 
while anyways. They lived on a big (to them), brown (a sort-of dried 
mud color), round world, with long, thin, connecting, black latex 
cnals partitioning the surface, and a few irregularly oval, similarly 
composed lakes. Not alo&1.e either; there was quite a large 
population of this folk around, and they reproduced prodigiously, 
the biological necessity of which will be discussed later. 
Along with the rest of their co-inhabitants, Mr. and Mrs. 
Naismither (Harvey and Sharon) were Jews, to recognizably name 
their religion. Theirs was not the familiar Jewishness, nevertheless 
they did believe in one God, and, if any doubt remains, there were 
the progroms. Now this smallish planet rested inside a larger, 
rectangular, butterscotch-bordered container (galaxy?), and the 
natives frequented the entire outside, except the areas directly 
contiguous to the enclosure. Occasionally however, a large, 
monstrous humanoid would terrifyingly pluck this world from its 
accustomed space into a harshly bright, open region, where it would 
be viciously smashed numerous times against a vast, gray, rough 
surface, or tossed into infinite space, ricocheted around a hard, 
orange, hooplike circle, passed through that and through a snug, 
tightly scraping web of enormous rope; after which the sphere 
plummeted to the rough surface again, finally finishing in the 
giant's hands. Naturally, frequent repetitions of this ordeal, 
referred to by the cruel monsters as "shooting" or "malting a 
basket," resulted in fantastically huge population losses (the 
Naismithers died in one such purge). In order to survive as a race, 
the people had to biologically adapt-- the reason for their 
reproductive powers, short maturation period, and dense bodies, 
among other things. They also could not speak; at one time speech 
was the predominant method of communication, however the giants 
couldn't or wouldn.'t hear the protesting, pleading cries, so the art 
was gradually lost, being unnecessary. 
One of the large creatures was named Hubert. The little people 
knew that he wasn't God because there was also Jeffrey, a slightly 
smaller giant, and there could exist only one Supreme Being. 
Though it was rumored on the world that they were brothers, 
Hubert and Jeff were very different. Jeff performed the dreaded 
massacres blithely and cheerfully, talking to himself as though in a 
pretend contest. He seemed to always be happy. In direct contrast, 
Hubert was morose and depressed whenever he was the murderer. 
He was inclined to do his dirty killings at night, alone, silently under 
the stars, sorrowfully wiping out whole generations of Naismithers, 
Chamberlainers, Ru sellers , etc. Rain and wetness, disastrous to 
the little people, did not deter him; he kept methodicaJly and 
despairingly "shooting." Hubert was much more feared and hated 
than Jeffrey, who was at least a cheery villain. 
This was the basic historical pattern of the sphere-dwellers. After 
an "incident" the atrophied population would rapidly multiply, 
until another session(program), a cycle which was repeated for 
countless generations and eons. Mystifying, however, after a 
particularly devastating progrom (Hubert's), there developed an 
unbelievably lengthy time of peace, and on the tiny world rumors 
and conjectures as to the cause were almost as plentiful as the 
booming population. An imminent and vitriolic attack was 
anticipated by most, but the sages were confounded when it failed 
to materialize. The surviving elders were eventually the only ones 
who remembered the catastrophes, and there were many among the 
young who considered the stories mere legends created by 
senilities. "A melancholic but muderous monster named Hubert, 
tell us more," they scoffed, while unevent passed into unevent. 
Then one day, the of-late accustomed tranquillity was brutally 
disturbed, and the culpruit was "I-told-you-so" identified by the 
aged as Jeffrey. Out in the screaming glare, the now-believing 
multitudes gathered and waited for the oft-described slaughtering 
actions to commence, but instead a long pause ensued, while Jeff 
conversered with an unfamiliar giant. The fearful crowds of tiny folk 
listened (Yes, they had retained ears!) to the mostly 
incomprehensible dialogue. However, the mythical Hubert was 
mentioned by Jeff, who was heard somberly saying to the other 
creature, " ... 'cuz Hubert, y'know, committed suicide." Stunned 
and shocked by the news, the planet people were reeling, and 
speculations flew about the effect this would have on their lives and 
future. The tense situation was soon resolved when the sphere's 
posessor astonishingly replaced it without a single murderous throw 
or bounce. 
Thus, undisturbed in its small universe the little globe rested in 
peace for countless years; still rests. All but forgotten, the 
progroms, their perpetrators, and the particular ones herein 
mentioned, are remembered by the little folk only because of a large 
(the largest) monument, on which is inscribed the heartfelt words of 
the world,' 'Thank-you,Hubert ►for sparing us and killing yourself.'' 












The Farthest Star 
I. In a maple's withered branche 
radled i the farthest star. 
It briefly re t , then skyward arc , 
Curving towards the elusive sun. 
II. My mind fades into the branches 
Lost on a blue-grey horizon. 
It melts into the last rays of the sun 
Spread thinly over distant rooftops. 
III. Mourning dove, 
Color of the first spring sky, 
Early comes and makes her nest 
Atop a column on the porch, 
In a leftover space under the eaves. 
IV. Forsythia 
It grows falling away 
From the tendrilled branches 
Of an overshadowing maple. 
A brighter mirror than the tree, 
It sings back in yellow flower 







Only Intended to Last a Short While 
No sleep 
breeds trange dreams of awake 
,t omber pigeon processioner of an infinite funeral* 
tran forms day into night 
Fuzze the tie , loosens the anchors 
HELP, MA I'm drowning under instant, 
uncolored (no Carmine Dye No. 3.61), thermoinsulated 
stuffing. Besooted snow from every smokestack 
9On every smokestack, in every town ~ 
~ A marching band is getting down? 
Pointless efforts multiply like blaring advertisements 
piling faster than the Brrrnovember wind can scatter them 
On the floor Hey you're a friend! Three-leg Jimmy! 
Riddle of the Sphinx--Get down, make love 
Queen.. .'s crown I pawned to buy 
having to give away before it's paid for 
rancid jewels rolling out like softened marbles 
syphilitic eyeballs disembodied oscillating 
an ellipse orbiting the midday moon 
Orebit, orebit: a wee bit of ore, me lassie, 
'tis what l be missing with squinty eyes 
All these variables running about hiding from 




Blown oats took his ideas 
As passengers covered with bean paste 
Together they rode their quilted tostada 
the sand blowing beyond hair dryer intensity 
While their heated screams formed into 




Boy Meets Car 
Gooc! afternoon, doctor. 
I would like to lie down and relax a bit, thank 
you. 
There's nothing wrong with me. I'm here 
becau e of pressure from my family and friends. 
They say they're concerned with the fact of my 
being twenty-five and concentrate on automo­
biles, my hobby. They also claim I give no 
consideration to the fair sex. 
It's a long time ago, but I guess it all started 
that one very cold night in February, 1971 when 
mom found out I'd been soloing in her '67 Chevy 
at the age of fifteen. It was also the night Mom 
kind of figured out that her ''baby'' was going to 
take a diferent course. 
Upon the realization of my direction and my 
sixteenth birthday, I found myself in possession 
of the aforementioned Chevy Impala. She 
wasn't much to look at, but she was sweet and 
faithful. I can still see the harvest gold finish 
flowing across the hood, the fenders, and down 
around the doors. Her interior, also done in 
gold, whose cloth was ( bit frayed at the seams, 
kept the backside of her companion from being 
stung by the harsh realities of many a cold 
western Ohio morning. We stayed together only 
ten months, at which time we felt a parting was 
necessary if we were to go on to experience life 
and the world around it. 
Because l was so young, I was timid, yet I 
knew something would come up soon, and it did. 
Our initial contact was through the classified 
ads, where she was described as a, " '65 Ch. 
lmp. SS396, 4 Spd, red." I contacted the owner 
and found the actual description to be a 1965 
Chevrolet lmpala Super Sport with a four-speed 
backing up an engine big enough to turn the 
head of any young fellow such as myself. His 
closing remark was the most intersting ads he 
warned, "I hope you like red 'cause that's the 
first thing you'll see. This baby is redder than 
the sunburnt neck of an Arkansas Catholic." 
Never have I heard a more accurate description 
of any color ... 
When l arrived to meet her, it was love at first 
shift. While being caressed by her seat, I felt 
her become an extension of my nervous system 
while flowing as one into the main arteries of 
traffic. Although badly worn, her tubby little 
toes complained only when my thoughts of 
hearing her crisp, clear voice became too much 
of a temptation. At once I claimed her for my 
companion and, with the in tallation of some 
new tire and chrome wheels to bring further 
attention to the scarlet hue, we both began to 
hine with a joyous glow. But, all things must 
pa , as did thi age of irresponsibiJity. 
I tried to explain, but she wouldn't listen as 
she left me for someone who could offer the 
rollicking freedom to which she was accustomed 
and so fervently clung. l felt as if I had been cut 
apart. Still, I had faith in myself and my 
abilities. This enabled me to regain my courage 
and look to the future with the hopes of a new 
tommorrow. 
Having outgrown my irresponsibility and 
entered society, I made the acquaintance of a 
certain '70 Camaro who was just what the doctor 
ordered for my lagging spirits. We joined and, 
for a time, all was well. The trouble came when 
she faced with the monotony of a daily routine. 
She started to show herslef as the shallow, fair 
weather friend she really was. When asked for 
event the slightest commitment normally 
afforded between friends of our depth, she 
began to fall apart and become less and less 
dependable with each passing day. Rather than 
drag things out, we parted company before 
either of us could be noticeably hurt. 
Lost and alone, I reached out and made 
friends with a '68 Camaro convertible, whose 
age was not as advanced as her appearance 
might portray. Althoug afraid to reach out for 
fear of being struck a third time in succession, 
the warmth and charm of her character helped 
me overcome my fears and, as a result we were 
inseparable. 
Life, however, is not always fair as one day 
her spirit rapidly began to fade. Her headlights 
growing dim, I decided to perform a heart 
transplant on the little blue ragtop. 
I'd learned of a young Corvette who, 
tragically, had been assaulted and mercilessly 
smashed from behind by an intoxicated 
Greyhound. The 'hound received only minor 
injuries while the young 'vette couldn't be saved 
as his entire rear section had been crushed and 
was partially burned. Even though the 'vette 
had gone, his heart could save the Camaro. I 
won't go into any great detail but, in the interest 
of brevity. I will say the operation was a 
complete success; at least, it seemed to be at the 
time. 
Somehow, the operation had changed the 
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Camaro. At first it was hard to pin down, but as 
the heart made its' home within the confines of 
her light blue form, a transformation began to 
take place. A change that, most assurdely, was 
not for the better. 
One time in particular, 1 found myself being 
hurled down a country road with a speed much 
like that of a thirty-five hundred pound bullet. It 
was clearly evident to me that my once kind, 
ensitive friend wa now ob es ed with, as P.J. 
O'Rourke once termed, " ... making the road 
throw it elf at you like a homicidal snake." The 
only reasonable solution to this predicament was 
for us to wish each other well and choose 
different paths upon which to tread. 
Walking alone for the next six months 
brought great opportunity for my thoughts to 
turn within and examine just where it was my 
previous life had been leading. I decided I had 
possibly been somewhat too hasty in my 
decisions and that flexibility would be a positive 
aspect to show in the future. 
It was at this time my father introduced me to 
yet another 1970 Camaro. I was predictably 
timid but, remembering flexibility, I opened up 
and spend the afternoon with this well kept 
beauty and by that evening had cheerfully 
accepted her company with open arms. 
For the first seven months all was well, but as 
my friend began needing more frequent repair, I 
reassured myself of our deep friendship by 
remembering all the favors I'd asked and 
received all the time I'd known her. Time 
marches on and after nearly two and a half years 
together I began to realize I had been used. Not 
at first, but she found out I was a sucker for any 
part she wanted. She began to take advantage of 
my friendship. I was a fool in love. I gave her 
two clutches, eight tires, new rims, everything. I 
even replaced her worn three-speed with a new 
four-speed transmission and shifter, and threw 
in a couple of brake jobs just to be nice. It wasn't 
until after I'd gone into hock up to my ears for a 
comprehen ive body and paint job that I realized 
I'd been made a chump. What else could I do 
but ct her free and look to the aid of some old 
friend uch a the '72 Pinto I'd known for this 
ame two and a half year . 
We were old friend , that little horse and I, 
and soon she had taken my hearts. We were a 
rowdy pair, galavanting around town right with 
the best of them I Granted, she had a little rust, 
but that didn't keep her down because we had 
all we needed in each other. Unfortunately, the 
Pinto was getting up in her years and finally had 
to be put out to pasture like so many who had 
come before her. The Pinto goes not unremem­
bered as it was she who introduced me to a cute 
little 1968 Corvette roadster. 
The Corvette came to me with her top down 
and a song in her heart. Since then I've taken 
the 'vetter as my very own and, at this writing, 
I'm in the process of an entire reconstruction of 
both her suspensions. She's taught me patience 
and given me all I need. Because of our 
marriage in December, 1977 we have both found 
ourselves to be totally fulfilled through one 
another. Through this mutual strength, we have 
found room and desire to adopt an eldelry, yet 
very capable '66 Chevy Biscayne who actually 
does more of our chores than we do. 
I guess that just about covers the story, 
doctor. As I told you when I first arrived, 
there's nothing wrong with me. I'm only here 





Beyond my Reach 
I wish I lived in a beautiful woman 
I wish to shed this crippled body that threatens you 
I wish to run with you, barefoot, along the sandy shore 
I wish flowers in my hair and to smell of sweet perfume 
I wish to capture you with my beauty 
I wish our bodies as our souls--exposed and touching 
I wish to be everything you desire, both good and evil 
I wish to lay in your arms, always, or at least for a day 
I wish you sang songs to me under a warm, sunny sky 
I wish the right moment and the courage to tell you what I wish. 
Marsha Gross 
The Loser 
The tall, husky man comes out of the barber shop, flat-top 
renewed. His fists clenched so tightly, the knuckles are white. 
Inside his head, he hears the sound of an off-beat bass drum. He 
walks , quickly, to the nearest tavern to buy a few bottles of the 
cheapest whiskey, and the cheapest woman around . His trembling 
hands pay the bartender and he embraces a bottle with all the 
pa sion that other men might have for theirs wives. 
Gulp, gulp. Sweet bliss, gone too fast. Gone before the bartender 
had finished putting the remaining bottles in a brown paper bag.The 
tall, husky man eyes a woman and leaves the bar; the paper bag in 
one arm and the other arm around the woman's waist. 
They walk down the block to a cheap motel, sheets still sticky 
from the night before. The man closes the door and goes straight to 
the bathroom to puke and puke and puke. He throws some water on 
his face, comes out and opens another bottle to wash the taste of 
puke from his mouth. He undresses down to his shoes and pours the 
woman a drink in a glass that he found on the bathroom floor. He 
grabs a bottle and drinks some more. Gulp, gulp. Then he reaches 
for the woman's breast, but misses aim. He really doesn't give a 











Behold the Radiant Sun 
"Zero hour minus twenty four," the 
loudspeaker announced as the secret agent led 
Parker Garnett into the underground room. The 
room was like an auditorium. Except for a 
solitary desk shoved against the wall, its top 
stained brown and battered from over abuse, 
there was no furniture. The room was filled with 
men--generals, scientists, government officials. 
Above the table, mounted on the wall, a white 
face clock ticked quietly. Its second hand swept 
an endless circle. 
The men stood in small groups with their 
backs to the clock. They touched each other and 
talked quietly. A few stood alone, their eyes 
glazed in icy stares. They all deliberately 
ignored the clock. 
When the door closed quietly, the room went 
suddenly still. All eyes as one turned in Parker 
Garnett's directfon. 
Then a man stepped from the crowd, '' Im 
glad we finally located you, Mr. Garnett," the 
man said. 
As the man led him across the room, Parker 
Garnett was conscious of the eyes that followed 
him, weighing him. "What's this all about?" he 
asked. 
The man released his grip on Parker Garnett. 
He turned and sat down on the edge of the table. 
"My name i Doyle," he said. "I've been 
elected spoke man for this group.'' He nodded 
his head to indicate the others in the room. Then 
he lookd Parker Garnett in the eyes for a long 
moment. "What I have to tell you is of grave 
importance, mr. Garnett. You must try to 
understand how gravely important it is." 
Doyle paused. For a fleeting second, Parker 
Garnett detected something in Doyle's eyes that 
startled him. Envy. Then Doyle took a deep 
breath and expelled it. He reached out with both 
hands and grasped Parker Garnett by the 
shoulders. "Mr. Garnett," he said, "in less 
than twenty four hours, the world will be 
destroyed." Doyle's grip tightened on Parker 
Garnett's shoulders. "Do you understand, Mr. 
Garnett? Completely, totally destroyed!" 
Before Parker Garnett could react to the new, 
Doyle looked away. Then he took a deep breath, 
and continued. "Suffice it for you to know that 
the world will be destroyed, Mr. Garnett.'' 
Doyle released his grip. His hands fell to the 
table. Then Doyle shook his head from side to 
side. "We have known this was going to happen 
for a lone time. We tried to do something about 
it . God knows we tried! Unfortunately we 
encountered unforseen difficulties. To make a 
long story short, Mr. Garnett, we built one ship. 
The ship has room for three people. You have 
been selected as one of the three.'' 
This all sounded incredible to Parker Garnett. 
The world destroyed? How could this be? He 
had seen no evidence. He had read nothing out 
of the ordinary. He had heard nothing unusual. 
Where were the signs? But the grave concern in 
the eyes of the men arou!ld him, convinved him. 
"Why me?" he asked. 
"You were selected by a computer, Mr. 
Garnett,'' Doyle said. ''We wanted the selection 
to be as fair as possible, to be made without 
emotional considerations. While some of us 
worked on the ship, others enlarged the 
computer and fed it additional information. In 
the end we discovered we could build only one 
ship, one ship with space enough for three. We 
asked the computer for three names. Your name 
was one of the three.'' 
"But I have no special training," Parker 
Garnett said. "I have no special ability. I'm just 
an ordinary man with no special knowledge of 
anything. There are thousands more worthy 
than I." 
"Perhaps there are, Mr. Garnett, but the 
computer selected you. That is that." 
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A general tapped Doyle on the shoulder. 
''Sir,'' he said and pointed to the clock. Every 
eye in the room sighted his finger. The second 
hand moved swiftly around the white face of the 
clock, sweeping time from the endless circle. 
A sudden change came over Doyle. "I am 
sorry, Mr. Garnett, but time grows short. We 
have much to do." There was a new urgency in 
his voice. 
He got up and led Parker Garnett across the 
room and out the door. Again, Parker Garnett 
wa conscious of the eyes that followed him, 
weighing him. 
"You were selected to pilot the ship, Mr. 
Garnett," Doyle said. He led Parker Garnett 
down a long hallway. "We plotted a course and 
programmed it into the computer on board the 
ship. Barring a mishap, the computer will guide 
you to your final destination automatical1y. 
Food, oxygen, and other essentials for your 
survival have been stored on board. However, 
you still need to know certain information to 
operate the ship: essentially what button to 
push, where the button is located, and when to 
push the button. 
"I oversimplify, of course, Mr. Garnett, but 
try to understand that I have so little time.'' 
During the next twenty hours, Parker Garnett 
received a crash course in the operation of the 
ship. He passed from one instructor to another. 
Each instructed him in a different operation of 
the ship. Finally his mind became so overloaded 
with buttons that he had no fingers left with 
which to push them. 
''You must understand, Mr. Garnett, that 
nothing can be wasted. Eveything must be 
recycled and recycled again," one instructor 
said as he explained the recycler on board the 
ship. "Even the excretions of the human body 
must be recycled again and again," he 
explained. He looked at Parker Garnett with wry 
amusement lighting his eyes. "Does this bother 
you, Mr. Garnett?" 
"No. Why should it bother me? Nature has 
been doing the same thing since the beginning 
of time." 
He passed to another instructor. "If the ship 
deviates from its present course, Mr. Garnett, 
there isn't much you can do, but don't worry 
about it. Then it will be all over for you, for man, 
of course, but we try not to think about it." 
"Then think about it!" Parker Garnett said in 
sudden anger. "Send an experience pilot! An 
astronaut! Anyone who can make the necessary 
corrections.'' 
We've been all through this before, Mr. 
Garnett," teh instructor said patiently. 
"You're not sending a robot, you know. Man 
has an intellect. He can think.'' 
Sometime during the training period, Parker 
met another member of the crew, a man named 
Egan. They were together for a short time in a 
small office. Egan acted as if he had been sitting 
for only a minute. "What's it like out there?" he 
asked. He walked swiftly across the room to 
examine a picture on the wall. 
"I don't know what you mean," Parker 
Garnett said. 
Egan did not explain what he meant. He 
walked back to the desk, picked up a paper 
weight, and examined it carefully. "What's it 
like on board the ship?" he asked. 
"Close, but comfortable." 
"I was afriad of that," he said. He stood 
beside the desk for a moment longer, pickng up 
one item after another and then putting it down 
again. Suddenly he turned to Parker Garnett. 
His eyes were intense. "The woman! Have you 
seen the woman?" 
"No," Parker Garnett answered. 
Egan's eues veiled over. "I hear she isn't 
much to look at." 
''Does it matter?'' 
"No. I guess not," Egan said. He turned his 
attention back to the desk. He opened a book 
which lay on top of the desk and leafed through 
it rapidly. "Any woman is better than none at 
all, I guess. Besides, beggars can't bechoosy." 
When Doye came for him, Parker Garnett felt 
that his training had been wasted. He felt that 
he was hopelessly inadequate for the task 
ahead. After they returned to the room where 
they first met, he started to voice his feelings, 
but then he saw tears standing boldly in the eyes 
of generals, he decided to say nothing. 
Good-bye took long in the saying. They 
touched him lightly, caressingly, and whispered 
softly in his ears. He felt ill at ease. Finally 
Doyle tapped him on the shoulder. "It's time to 
leave," Mr. Garnett," Doyle said, and it was 
over. 
Doyle led him from the roof and led him 
down a long dimly lighted hallway. Their 
footsteps sounded from the deep green carpet 
like the echos of distant drums. 
At the end of the hallway, they entered 
another room. It was filled with young men and 
elctronic equipment. Some young men studies 
monitoring devices and passed the information 
they gathered to other young men who recorded 
the information on plexiglass charts. 
When Parker entered the room, some young 
men looked up from their monitors and charts. 
Their eyes were glazed like frozen lakes. Parker 
Garnett turned away from the blank, unseeing 
eyes. "Have the people been notified?" he 
asked. 
"Yes," Doyle answered. "An hour ago, the 
President went on the air, both radio and 
televison, and made the announcement. We 
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timed it so that aJl over the world, other political 
leaders would be doing the same. We had 
planned to hold off the announcement until after 
the ship departed, but we changed out plans at 
the last minute. People need to know these 
tings, Mr. Garnett!" 
"How did people take the news?" 
"Surprisingly, very well, mr. Garnett. We 
anticipated mas riots, but there was very little 
of that." 
"I'm glad," Parker Garnett said. 
Then he turned away from Doyle and looked 
at the young men in the room and looked at the 
rows and rows of blinking lights and the 
changing patterns on the oscilloscopes. Ma­
chines whirred and clicked, speaking a language 
of their own. Above the sound of the machines, 
he heard the steady drone of young men's 
voices, charting, charting, charting. 
Suddenly Doyle tightened his grip on Parker 
Garnett's arm. "We are a God fearing people!" 
he said. 
Somewhere inside Parker Garnett's mind, 
something clicked, a light blinked, and suddenly 
Parker Garnett felt very old and very tired and 
very wise. "People have reasons to fear God," 
he said. 
"Yes," Doyle agreed, "and they need time to 
find Him." 
"To fear him?" Parker Garnett said. 
Doyle did not hear him, and Parker Garnett 
let it pas. 
Doyle did not hear him, and Parker Garnett 
let it pass. 
"Zero hour minus two and counting," the 
loudspeaker announced. 
Then they continued on their way and soon 
arrived at an elevator which took them to ground 
level. 
It was not until they reached the airlock that 
Parker Garnett was able to see outside the 
building. Through the glass window in the 
airlock door, he beheld the radiant sun. 
Beyond the airlock door, there was a concrete 
field. near the center of the field, a quarter mile 
away, the ship gleamed in the sunlight, 
gathering sunbeams with its shiny surface and 
swirling them around and around and around. 
''The others will be waiting on board the ship, 
Mr. Garnett,'' Doyle said. He looked at Parker 
Garnett for a Jong moment. Then his eyes 
turned inward. "I'll leave you here. I hope you 
understand." Doyle turned quickly and walked 
away. 
Parker Garnett felt he owed Doyle something. 
He felt he should say something to Doyle while 
there was still time to say it. "Doyle," he called. 
He used the man's name for the first time. He 
felt the strangeness of it. 
Doyle stopped, but he did not look back. 
"What is it, Mr. Garnett?" he asked. 
Parker Garnett prayed the words would come 
out right. "Simply this, Doyle," he said. "You 
think you envy me, but it is I who envy you." 
"You envy me, Mr. Garnett? Why should you 
of all people envy me?" 
"Once a long time ago I was lost in the jungle 
of Mexico, I didn't know if I'd ever see home 
again.'' 
"I don't understand, mr. Garnett." 
''Think about it, Doyle. Think about it for a 
moment." 
Doyle stood with his shoulders slumped and 
his head bowed. "Think about it?" he asked. He 
shook his head. Then suddenly he raised his 
head and squared his shoulders. "Yes, I'll think 
about it, Mr. Garnett." He turned and tried to 
smile. "Thank you. Thank you very much, Mr. 
Garnet. Now, goo-bye, good luck, and God bless 
you. 
Outside, the air was crisp and cold. Snow and 
patches of ice dotted the concrete and melted 
slowly in the rays of the winter sun. To the 
south, a mountain, its peak covered with snow, 
rose up from the dark grey valley and touched 
the clear blue sky. Halfway down the mountain, 
the white cap ended abruptly, stopped short by 
a band of trees. 
Skiers were on the slope in numbers. As he 
walked toward the ship, Parker Garnett watched 
the skiers as they played i +the snow. One skier 
sidestepped up the mountain father than the 
other skiers dared to go. Parker Garnett 
wondered how long it would take the skier to 
reach the top of the mountain and step out into 
the clear blue sky. But the skier stopped before 
he reached the top. He stood, looking down the 
mountain for a moment. Then he came skiing 
down the mountain at a terrific speed. He 
stopped his slide only when he reached the dark 
forest. 
When Parker Garnett reached the ship and 
went on board, he did not find Egan, but he 
found the woman. She sat in the copilot's seat, 
curled in a position of comfort, gazing out the 
window, as if she were waiting for someone to 
come and take her for a ride. 
The woman turned her head and looked at 
him. Then she smiled. Her smile reached out to 
him and touched him and went inside of him. In 
that moment, he experience a feeling of joy 
more intense than any he ever experienced 
before. 
Then he knew her: he knew her for who she 
was and what she was and what she 
represented. And he knew himself for wh he 
was and what he was and what he represented. 
And he knew Egan also. 
She turned away. The feeling of joy faded, 
leaving a cold ache in its place. And he hated 
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Egan. He hated Egan with the cold intensity of 
reason. He hated him for causing this moment 
to happen. After a while, he went outside and 
cast his hate to the wind. 
Then he looked in all directions, searching the 
concrete field for Egan. Like it or not, he needed 
Egan and Egan needed him. The concrete field 
was empty. 
On the mountain, the skiers still flitted and 
crawled in the snow like bees in a field of white 
clover. 
"I'll give him fifteen minutes," Parker 
Garnett said aloud. "If he doesn't come by then, 
I'll leave without him." He looked at his 
wristwatch and carefully noted the time. 
He thought of the fate that awaited man. Is 
the lamb born to be slaughtered? he wondered. 
He searched his mind for the answer, but he 
found none. 
He beat his fist against his forehead. "Oh 
God! Why me?" he cried. His soul vomited up 
the answer: Some must live, but all must die. 
And the answer was sour to his taste. 
When the fifteen minutes were up, Egan still 
had not arrived. / can't wait any longer, he 
thought. He stared at the wristwatch. For a 
moment the second hand of the watch, as it went 
around and around and around, fascinated him. 
hen he removed the watch from his arm, leaned 
over, and placed it on the white concrete. He 
remained bent over, watching as the gold band 
curled in on itself, wrapping itself around the 
watch as if it were shrinking from the coldness 
of the concrete. 
Then he straightened up and looked at the 
snow covered mountain, once more, before he 
turned away and walked quickly to the ship. As 
he started to board, he glanced over his 
shoulder and saw a snowmobile. 
The snowmobile came bouncing across the 
concrete, leaping from snow to ice and back to 
snow again. When it drew near, he saw that the 
driver was Egan. Egan did not attempt to slow 
down until the snowmobile was on top of the 
ship. Then he turned the snowmobile on a patch 
of snow and leaped to the concrete and watched 
as the snowmobile went sliding across the snow. 
Then it hit the concrete and died in a shower of 
parks. 
"We've been waiting for you," Parker 
Garnett said. 
"I went for a ride on the snow," Egan said. 
''I started to leave without you.'' 
"But you didn't," Egan said. He stepped 
around Parker Garnett and went aboard the 
ship. His eyes searched eagerly for the woman. 
Parker Garnett started to follow, but at the 
door, he stopped. They he walked back to the 
place where he had left his wristwatch on the 
concrete. 
For a moment, he stood there in the sunlight 
and looked at the watch with its face surrounded 
by a band of gold. Then he lifted his foot and 
smashed the heel of his boot against the face of 
the watch. "Damn! Damn! Damn!" he said and 
smashed the face again and again and again. 
He turned away and finally and walked swiftly 
to the ship. 
On board he sank into the pilot's seat. His 
shoulders sagged. He fired up the ship and 
switched on the radio which had been installed 
in some forlorn hope that a miracle would 
happen before the ship moved out of range. 
"Zero hour minus one," a voice on the radio 
said. "Zero hour minus one and still counting," 
were the last words Parker Garnett heard on 
earth. 
Archie V. Taylor 
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e Way to a Woman's 
Heart is Through Her Head 
A pa try pudding was everywhere--thick in 
her hair and blinding her in one eye. 
pretty. May I wear it?" 
"You don't like my pa try pudding but you 
like my ice cream boy, huh?" "Please, she said, "get it off! Get this pastry 
pudding off me!" "Yes, Momma Mia, ever so much." 
"No-no child, no-no," said Momma Mia, who 
was very proud of her ability to cook and 
prouder still that the pastry pudding retained 
such marvelous consistency. 
"You can have him then." 
"On my head?" 
"If you like." 
"That would be very fine." She stood, 
smiling and twinkling her eyes with joy as the 
half unfinished boy landed. Momma Mia used 
both hands to work the pink ice cream into a 
froth and mashed it down into her scalp. 
"Look here, child," she said, pulling an 
arms length of goo from the girl's head, "it is 
good, isn't it? It is very good and you should 
appreciate it. Not everyone gets to have this 
much pastry pudding of their very own." "This is very nice Momma Mia. Thank you." 
"But please!" said the girl, "I don't like 
pastry pudding. I never have and never shall! 
It's awful, awful, awful!" 
''And you're sure you would like just a little 
pastry pudding added to that?'' 
"Oh Momma Mia! I tried to tell you! I'm 
simply not the type of person who goes around 
wearing pastry pudding! It's gauche, out of 
fashion, and I've yet to see anyone wearing 
pastry pudding." 
"Never have I seen one so not appreciating. I 
will take it back then. Don't you ever ask me for 
any pastry pudding for I won't give it to you." 
"Fine," said the girl, much relieved as 
Momma Mia began to scoop the pastry pudding 
from her face and hair. 
"In my day we were lucky just to get a little 
pastry pudding to wear.'' 
"There and it's mostly gone. Are you happy 
now?" 
''That was then Momma Mia. This is now. 
Please pass the ketchup." 
"Yes," said the girl, eyeing the strawberry 
ice cream Momma Mia was making into a 
sculpture of the little dike boy of Holland. 
"Momma Mia," she said, "that is so very 
Mike Hosier
2AM Traffic Jams 
In the 2 AM traffic jams, 
I keep thinking I'll see you • 
on the all-night sidewalks 
or the nameless bistros 
But you slip away, reappearing 
the next night as a 
glance backwards through the 
frost on my rear windshield 
waving to me from the shores 





"The ways of God in nature, as in Providence, 
are not as our ways; nor are the models that we 
frame in any way commensurate to the vastness, 
profundity, and unsearchableness of His work, 
which have a depth in them greater than the 
well of Democritius. 
---Joseph Glanvill 
Descent into Maelstrom 
We had now reached the darkest point of the gloom enshrouded 
forest. For long moments my guide seemed too exhausted to speak. 
"Just three short years ago," he said after a time, "and I would 
have been able to lead you here as easily as the youngest ]ad. But 
since that day three years past, I have been broken in body and 
mind from the terrors I endured --terrors such as no man has known 
of borne since--deep in that pit. 
Here he pointed to an opening barely six feet in diameter. Around 
the crusted upturned edges of the hole grew undisturbed moss, 
except for a delicate stand of pink wild flowers at it uppermost lip. 
Peer as I would, the depth of the hole could not be determined for 
the gloom the forest forced upon us. But as I began walking to its 
edge, my guide clasped my arm bodily keeping me from the edge of 
the opening. 
"Do not be fooled by its meek appearance" said the man, "I 
brought you here so you my eyes when 1 tell you my tale of 
horror." Saying this, he gathered a large stone into his trembling 
hands. Walking to within ten feet of the put---at no time in his tale 
did he approach any nearer---he flung the stone into the lips of the 
orifice. For long seconds there was no sound, until a dull thud 
showed a bottom to the pit did exist. 
"If one measures the time the· stone spends in silence, a simple 
mathematical formula shows this gateway to be 430 feet deep. It is a 
simple matter to find this area only has a maximum of 430 feet of 
limestone. Some would tell you that 150 feet shale underscores the 
limestone, making it impossible for the pit to be more than the 
depth of the limestone. This should be true since shale does not 
erode easily. I think not. 
"Go and sit on those rocks," he said, "so you may have a good 
view while I tell you my story. A story that may convince you I know 
something of the rock strata in that pit. 
I sat as directed, and he proceeded. 
"In the past, I would walk these woods along what a geologist 
would call the contact points, or the elevation at which the Heartsale 
Sandstone and the Bangor Limestone meet. For it was here that 
ancient streams, finding the sandstone too resistant, would bore 
into the limestone creating caverns. Sometimes the water would 
erode etitire caves, but merely vertical pits. This was what I 
searched for. When I found such an opening, I would ready my gear 
immediately for the plunge into all encompassing blackness. In 
these pits, I always felt secure. My rope had a tested strenght of 
3000 pounds; the swiss seat through which the pole ran held me in a 
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comfortable sitting position; the breaker bars on the seat required 
only the slightest expenditure of energy on my part to control the 
speed of my descent, even stopping me if I so desired to sit 
suspended and gazing at the only sight to be seen---the circle of 
illuminated stone shown by my hat mounted flashlight. 
'' At times such as these, with my knees drawn toward my chest 
by the seat, I felt most secure---knowing the world was held at bay. 
Indeed, the world could have ended and I would have remained 
hanging suspended from the material earth. 
"Others come to the pits after I reveal their locations. They seek 
the excitement that comes with their courageous conquest, and they 
always travel in groups of two or more to insure someone will be 
around to brag to. Such people could not understand my reasons for 
never inviting them on my discovery trips. They would have brought 
the world with them, spoiling the very security I sought. 
"On one such lone trip, I found the opening we see before us. I 
performed the simple test you saw me go through a number of 
times. With a rising excitement, I realized this would be one of my 
deepest and most satisfying descents. 
Quickly I secured my rope to the strongest tree there by the 
hole-placing a blanket below the point where rope met rock to avoid 
abrasion that would send me plunging into the abyss. At lenght, I 
was ready to retreat into the earth. 
''The first few yards of my descent showed this wad no usual pit. 
Usually a pit flares to great width after a small opening such as this. 
The walls of yonder pit, however, remain tight to the very bottom, 8 
to 10 feet across. Although I found this unusual , I did not find it 
uncomfortable at first; stretching my body out and making the 
descent a swift one. 
''It was not until I had gone many yards into the pit, gently 
bouncing off the walls in short strokes, that I decided to hang 
suspended as I enjoyed. Securing my rope to avoid any slippage, I 
began gazing at what should have been grey stone, but was not. 
Instead the walls seemed to be a pink hue. This quite unexpected 
color moved me to action to check my rock charts which I had left 
aobve. If only I had heeded that urge to leave the pit then, but I 
withdrew towards the surface only a short ways before I decided to 
continue my descent. My breathing was beginning to become 
labored now as I passed the marker on my line showing that I had 
come 200 feet. Still the walls seemed pink. 
"A new element had entered my descent, for although I did not 
know--at the time--the walls seemed to be pushing my very feet as 
each gentle stroke ended. Still they were pink in any direction I 
turned. My breathing, now even labored, seemed hampered by a 
rising heat in that vertical canal. Though my fear should have been 
rising; all I felt was an excitement no different, I feel, from those 
who seek the conquest. 
''Loathing that emotion as I do, I quickly stopped what had been a 
rapid descent. I tried to look around myself and force my p~lse ~o 
calm itself. But I was in a frenzy for my senses were glorymg m 
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surely, I reasoned, I was merely smelling my own sweat, only 
feeling the heat of my own exertions, and there must be some 
explaination for the pink hued rocks. I thought of returning to the 
surface to check my rock charts, but immediately rejected the idea; I 
wanted to continue the descent---for no other reason than the 
conquest. 
''Happily I returned to a rapid bouncing off the walls, always 
down. So happily did I descend, I forgot to check the rope markers 
telling how far I had descended. Suddenly, I came up short and 
could continue no more. I had reached the knot at the end of my 
rope---put there to precent what had almost occured--which had 
jammed in the breaker bars. Most astonishing of all, that I had 
reached the end meant/ had descended over 500 feet. 
"Giddy with fear, I had my first attack of claustrophobia, the 
walls seemed to squeeze me in with a tremor. I fought and it passed 
as a small death. I could hang in the pit no more, so badly had my 
nerves been used. I returned to the surface as quickly as I could. 
"I laid on the surface where I had been able to push my body, 
only a hundred yards from that hole. Gladly would I have dragged 
myself farther if my body had not been so weak. 
"Since that time, I have never returned to any pit to hang 
suspended, as I loved to do, for fear I will be forced through that 
Gaylon Vickers 
Yielding Moist Earth ...... . 
Yielding moist earth and the sounds 
of newly formed experience, 
Momentarily apprehensive in its urgency: 
The end of life's first day casts its 
shadow of mute uncertainty. 
Michael Quinn 
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Untitled 
tanding here 
on the sidewalk 
cracked and gray 
unea . y, rebuked. 
i ignore the drizzle 
i pretend the light 
from the street lamp 
is sun. 
and i know 
that the man 
old, old, ancient old 
leaning on a black iron gate, 
use to be young. 
maybe raced cars 
or wrote mysterious rhymes. 
maybe he loved 
a red-haired dancer 
and they danced. 
i wait. 
he moves away 
quiet. there is no laughing. 
finally. 
the drizzle 
mixes with my tears. 
i turn away. 
a woman is watching. 
she stares. 
and, i. 
i am alone. 
Michelle L. Whitley 
Opaque Pane 
It was a day, 
That deserved a chorus of 
"Green Sleeves". 
One grazed with 
a light scent of old velvet. 
A young man took 
my hand 
and held it like a 
fragile, open flower. 
His eyes--verdant glass. 
Hi face-- powdered ivory. 
And we danced 
in watercolored clothes, 
traveled in foamy lyrics 
and caressed beneath a faultless sky, 
struggling desperately, 
to see through, 





crisp and cool 
but un-warmcd day 
it touched 
brought u out of our 
hidden winter chambers 
ur uta 
you ran like a city kid 
in cool green brown fields 
II 
i too extended 
loosened 
satiated in the warmth 
escaped 
peered out of 
my opague shell 
learned not to push 
you 
in my ways 
Ill 
we walked 
you much faster than i 
your brown tan dog 
running circles around you 
delusions of rin tin tin 
over cracks like hurdles 
IV 
you spun around 
and around 
in a black snake tire 
with new shiny chains 
around the wind rushed 




Robin D. Coleman 
Geometry and the Nature of Things 
"a point has no mass, area, height, or width." 
"you reach a point," he said,
"where the point cannot be reached." 
"i don 't get it," i pondered. 
"that's the point," he said,
and smiled. 
D. Fry 
For the World 
Do you know the experience of metapsychosis
the brown-toothed man queries
Can you immerse yourself in such a solution
Meanwhile the red juice of blood spurts over craggy ice
an oceanic frosted ocean of mine of death
where large furry things search for veins and your lodes
Lay them down and answer the man's questions 
Let him pickax your hyperborean soul 
Then step out, skate away 
Let him see your plaid red tail jiggling to a faint dot 
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Marcia Gebhardt 
On the Move (Inertia) 
Time-release capsules, 
accelerated action limbs, 
ignore the street signals­
gas it and gol 
Watch the fenceposts and passersby 
fade to squalid lines 
like the unstuck vertical hold 
of your old Sylvania t.v. 
Remember how it blipped (the picture) 
from bottom to top of the screen, 
the network rendition of "Helter Skelter" 
unframed, loosed on the unsuspecting viewers? 
Oh, for a life of this momentum! 
savoring the mastery of the hours-
not passive, but dominating the seconds, 
the r.p.m.' s- you work the engine hard. 
(Burying the needle on his tachometer, 
the great sports car enthusiast 
dreams of rapid FERRARI women-
and burying more needles ... ) 
Ah, but any psychiatrist will tell you 
that women and speed don't mix­
the madonna takes patience, 




The sun grew gold and ripe 
a it neared th edge 
then burst 
bleeding and yellow 
as it rushed to soak the cloud 
And at the exact moment 
that the sky drew it veil 
we crept out 
like furry nightcreatures 
Our nerves drawn tight 
with delicious expectation 
we could have danced 
on pin tips--
We waited 
and when at last 
mammas and papas 
pulled their blinds against the dark 
we ran wild 
The dances were ecstatic ... 
like newly freed leaves 
we were such a fragile green 
stretching our half-grown bodies 
into silent portraits 
Hiding and seeking 
standing breathheld behind trees 
making mad dashes 
for freedom 
at the last moment 
And of course the running 
just the running 
racing long and hard 
then falling in a heap 
all winners---
every one 
And when we slept 
all warm and tame 
tucked in by papas 
and kissed by mammas 
we ran in our dreams 





A little melts , more falls. 
But we have no words for ''thaw'', 
Necessary buddhists, wander 
In our wise coats. 
Action and inaction, once impossible, 
Are now only rude like dark roots 
That hump cold shoulders through the snow. 
All research promises spring 
Wil drip on our zone 
Into our groggy sheets to incubate. 
Winter will make us stubborn. 
But hallucinations! Cherubs on branches! 
As these planetary bodies 
Swirl out with us, what 
A light that season salutes! 
The yellowest, most flexible glow 
Graciously gives it up. 
In time as in a palm 
This opportunity is to be animals 




Nexus Limmerick Contest Winner 
There once was a snake named Hiper. 
Who wanted to be a windshield wiper. 
But to his despair, 
He found no one cared
' 
To own a vindshield viper. 
Martha Scholl 
Honorable Mention 
There once was a lawyer named Jones 
Who filed suit with three of his clones 
They met face to face 
And argued the case 
of Jones vs. Jones, Jones, and Jones. 
Kelly Reeb 
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On the Third Day 
Blurry voices, moving in and out, through a 
dog, and the paddle rowboat. Frizzy Don voice, 
dawn light. Good-hearted woman, lovin' a. Lilly. 
She flashed wide awake: her name better than a 
fire alarm. From next to the bed? Aha, through 
the register, but so clearly. Jeff, brick Jeff was 
still there. Her right ear peeked over the edge, 
not to miss a piece. Something was funny ha-ha. 
Every detail. And she knew she was awake. 
"Darlin', mah little Lily." The surface breathe 
became gasps then sobs. Rolling over, 
smoothering her ears with the pillow, the girl 
was stone, infrequently shaking loose tears. 
Then she was strawberry-nosed, pink puffy­
ered looking through the ceiling, the damp 
pillow over the register. Just last night, all 
goose-bump warm, legs-up wading in the water 
and sand was stones denting her feet so he 
carried her and stopped for a kiss her legs like 
rolled rubber mats folded over his arm, maybe 
the longest kiss, even longer than three months 
ago that day he scratched her ring when he 
dropped it or the wedding night. And yesterday 
afternoon he-- did it with some whorebitch she 
didn't even know. "I love you, Lily. Ah luv, Lily. 
Luv yoo. Luvyooluvyooluvyooluvyoo she teared 
more into the sheets this time. Like an 
earthquake growing she sobbed in tremors, 
harder and harder, then she was standing, 
rabid, tearing the bridedress-colored, unclean 
sheets outs with clenched talons. 
"Lilly!" A skidding tire. She was stopped, like 
a machine with its plug yanked from the outlet. 
He stood white- white-eyed, in the doorway. 
Breathing. Air in, air out, air in, air out... 
"Ah guess ah' guess, you musta' heard," he 
stammered first. 
She loosened the colorless material limply on 
the floor, and tried to scrape the last down from 
her eyes with her thumb-joints. Looking, with 
slit-eyes and a down-pouting mouth, like she 
was about to cry or vomit, she stayed immobile, 
except for her clenching and unclenching hands 
at her waist. 
"Ain't you gonna say nothin'?" her husband 
finally blurts. 
Turning to conceal her once-more crying eyes, 
Lily stumbles to the dying dresser, pushed a 
suitcase open and began cascading her clothes 
in, sprinkling the waterfall. 
"What'r doin' now, Lily?" Pleadingly. "You 
ain't leavin." Half-questioningly. He waited, 
then responded to the silence, declaratively, 
"You ain't got nowhere to go." 
''I'm goin' home." 
"You can't go home." His bass was now an 
imploring tenor. "You can't do that, this'r
honeymoon, an' we more'n week left here, an',
an' besides, you ain't got no way ta git home."
"I'll take the car."
"You can't take the car, ah gotta git home
too."
"You shoulda thoughta that yesterday."
"Baby, ah ain't prouda what she did."
"You sure were proud before, braggin' to
buddy Jeff;'' like heating teakettle she worked
up a scream, "had'ja marry me fer?" The
clothes stopped flowing. 
When she was binding up the suitcase, the
man amanged to speak again, "Yer really
plannin' ta leave?"
The bag lurched across the room. Jerk.
Cry-hiccup. Jerk. Cry-hiccup. Jerk. He met her
halfway, and, putting hand gently on her
should, and the other possessively on the handle
untightened his lips to speak, but the woman
sob-spit-snarled straight in his eyes, "Don't
touch me agin, just les-me alone. I'm goin'
home, an' I ain't never goin' on yer farm agin',
an' I hope I never haffta look at you agin."
Clamping her wrist he protested, "Wait
Lily,'' and, against her wounded-cat tugs and
thrusts he continued, "Wait Lily! Wait, le'me
an'll drive, le'me take you home, an' then ah'll
come back for the rests the stuff.''
"Home," she breathing hard, eventually
came back, "Home. Now."
They sat stiffly in the idling car, like
two-negatively-charged iron rods. The man was
silently reaching to put in the gear when the
woman interrupted, "I want the picher." His
eyes never close to looking at her, he moved
dubmly out and up the stairs...
The bedroom window exploded with the
wedding picture moments after the car squealed
away. The steering wheel was dripping.
Joseph Whitmeyer 
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crazy by the sea 
in idc my head 
tin c, n bang against the wall 
ating v rtebratc from my back 
m n k 
th grc matt r of my brain 
II 
metal links 




concreteand roar of sea water 
helling animals 
dancing ideways 
in the sun-flattened heat 
IV 
sand seeps in. 
atom particles of my flesh 
condense coarsen 
disintegrate into th~ silicon 
Robin D. Coleman 
marine streets 
the un hungry beach
wear its skein of winter 
wilderne like a grateful 
virgin a ailed 
nly by the ·weep of her 
own romanti fanta y. 
rank and file 
easoned soldier 
have all returned 
to tend their thundering 
black factories riveting 
welding, chests of pine 
lathed tight 
under beaded bent foreheads. 
only now in beautiful 
desertion 
the seabirds stick.like 
scurry 
and continent mosses 
flow 




free across the 
forgotten 




at the shoreline 
like lovers parting 
quietly deep in dialogues 
of tide and time. 
Kerry J. W. Klostermann 
32 
33 
Saturday Night Texas Blues 
almost put you to sleep 
but not quite, baby 
this new version , the Saturday 
nite edition of the Texas Blues 
starring yours truly 
with an assists from 
Freddie King and good dose 
of Mexican mota for 
I wonder if you could get 
from here to there by 
yourself if the 
Iinescore for life came up 
goose eggs for once 
just what you'd do 
when you found out that 
nobody really cared if 
you spent one more night 




Words my Mother Taught Me 
Be a well-rounded square, son, 
hi dad with the leathertough (weather rough) 
face coun el d, walking, manly step 
by manly tep 
Joan heard the whining harmonica 
above the smooth guitar and crickets percussion 
This is stupid she sophisticatedly spat 
but Bobby likes Walt Disney 
They think Bob should be telling his son 
Mother hands over the pamphlet: son, be a... 
Daddy thinks Bobby's lost, 
a square rolling somewhere between 












Last Night in the Limestone Quarry: 
A dream of the Still water River 
Last night in the limestone quarry, 
where I used to go for that peculiar brand of cool, 
green, quiet solitude among the trees 
and the ferns that fought their way through 
the crags in the shelves of rock 
that dangled precariously over 
the murmuring, mirrored river, 
those great walls regarding the river's and time's passing 
stonefaced, 
while time (the wind) and the river murmured still 
and nibbled incessantly at their feet, 
while I grew up in summers of late evening firesides, fireflies, 
and woodpeckers in the morning , 
waking and sleeping again to the same siren lullabye murmurs, 
learning to hear the rich tones of silence--
last night, last night--
Did I really awaken before the dawn 
and stumble out onto the thin layer of lawn 
that crowned those foundations of my youth, 
bathed in an afternoon halo of light, 
to watch animals, unabashed, 
before my eye , 
the toads in myriad regiments, 
blanketing the verdant green, 
as if they, like the grass, had taken root in stone? 
--the stream, like a lucite block 
with fish suspended, 
and great snapping turtles sunning themselves 
on floating logs along the bank? 
Did I really look down from my ledge 
to watch a hawk of great power and spread 
peruse the scene with hopeful eye 
before veering from the river's course 
to sweep only slightly, reaching downward, clutching, 
over my head? 
And did I feel wrenched by that 
by that great bird's grip 
from the firm-grounded retreat 
that even a woman could not tresspass, 
or did conscience set me dreaming? 
And at that climactic moment, 
on impact of a nightmare fall, 














[I By MIKE HIOSIER __J. Nexus Associate Editor 
!!Look. He's a "" ig. ' un, 'Cc"'rn·1 ai:!1 . ' t h_ · e 'b ?. "
Arnold Flue, of 316 E. S~ofield Place, Dayton, lifted the big 
man into a sitting position, clutchinq the corpse beneat!1. the ar•ms. 
~ 
Arnie the Bearer, as he's best known to acquaintances and friends 
around the area, has been " 1:1auli:1' " -::::orpses full-time for the 9ast 
15 years. He successfully changed what was a hobby into a, occupation 
back in t!1e Spring of • 196 5 whe:!1 the semi-truck he drove broke 
down and ~e could:1't afford to have it repa~ed. 
"It was a rock and a hard place, I'll tell you," said Arnie. 
"Bat Misses Garby, she still lives down on the corner, her husband 
Harry die3 just a little while before and she said 'Arnie, I still 
_,,,.,--, 
miss Harry an awful lot. Could you carry hi~ around for me?#-­
. '.i 
~a . 1 k . 11 1 k e it i . e ne rea y,aea \(~- d unti . I can t, get over h is . passinq· ? . ' ,,
.,.-... 
Arnie had earl/flY gained a reputation as a corpse-carrier, 
,,,,.,..---.._ 
which :\fidow Garby was aware of, when he was seen transport.Alling 
his brother, who died in Vietnam, along the sidewalks of his neighborhood • 
""-~I:._d/ ~ 
iJJ(IIIII holding exte~1.d-ed conversations,4wi th him. 
"I was really surprised to see how ~any ?eocle wouli a~preciate 
having the body--not the soul, don't you see i(t; l '.Jfl of the dear depart~ 




same without that special pres•ense and they'a 1ust like the cha~qe 
to be weaned off of it. 11 
At first Arnie had a good deal of trouble with .. local authorities . 
"The police thought there w-3.s something wrong with ,Ill me. I had to qo 
to the trouble of getting a special liscense and ererythinq be~ore thAy 'd 
\f 
leave me alone.6 ,! I 
Referrinc, jokinqly to spoilaqe, Arnie ''It's ni'ot too bad1 
what with embalming stuff and all. It makes me-3.t last a whole lot 
~~ 
(~10RE) Cathlee Vance15 
Becoming 
My grandparents in a graveyard on memorial day 
placing flowers for family encased in stone-­
becoming young people and living again, 
living in memory, becoming alone. 
becoming children at family reunions, 
tasting their touch and their sight in communion, 
remembering lessons of childhood learned, 
of failures, successes and merits earned, 
of becoming extensions of all of them-­
waiting and watching the moment when 
they can feel their children becoming them. 
Marcia Gebhardt 12 
Hemo 
If you were hemophiliac 
the letting would tum to a hemorage of 
the soul and body 
My desires let loose like a sharp point 
a small puncture wound 
blood maybe resulting blood 
It all would bleed out 
easily 
no more holding torential pulses 
withing my tightened veins 
Waiting for a coating to congeal 
but letting it all bleed out 
We would both be calm to let it 
all bleed out 
a scab would come later 




no loss of beauty 
only a temporary letting go 
Brenda Walker 
Remember, hempophilia is a hereditary 
disease passed on to males by females. 
The person's blood will not coagulate. 




the politics game 
you gun me down, jesse 
i ain't partial 
to them there bullits 
that bite my flesh 
spill my guts out 
all over them dusty 
streets so's mangy dogs 
can sniff & lick 
but leastways 
it's just you'n me, jesse, 
man to man 
facin each other square 
feudin outright 
and theres worse ways 
a killin 
an worse ways 
a dyin 
than by that there 
pistol smokin 
steady in your hand 
Kerry J. W. Klostermann 
Pictures blend color 
blurred images fade 
Minds splattered on 
a canvas frame. 
9 
Neutron Bombs 
(The Punk Meets Dr. Strangelove) 
I just wanna be neutron bombed 
I wanna feel my brain explode 
Every neuron every node 
So hit me with a neutron bomb. 
I wanna feel that chain reaction 
Pleasure and pain--my main attractions 
Wanna feel the flash of that final action 
From my head down to my toes. 
So hit me with a neutron bomb. 
C'mon and hit me with a neutron bomb. 
I wanna walk through burned-out towns 
While cancer burns my skin cells down-­
All the same in every city 
All our fault and such a pity 
That they had to 
hit us with the neutron bombs. 
But bombs these days are pretty clean 
They don't hurt houses or machines 
They leave the landscape looking neat 
--Leave you melting in the treet. 
So when I go I want a shock that stifles 
Faster than automatic rifles--
One bright spark that leaves you lifeless 
--Torch me with a neutron bomb. 
All I ask of World War III 
--Humane and painless exit for me 
Gi ve the Russians all I own 
Let'em live in my contaminated home 
Give 'em my money, feed 'em my meat 
And hope they die from what they eat 
Like the victims of a neutron bomb 
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Prague 
Guard dogs with machine guns on the border of Hell 
Shallow-eyed border guards rummage the bus 
Stamp the passport, you can go in 
Bullet pocked icons 
Tank in the square 
Check the date on your visa 
I don't want to stay more than a day 
I buy money on the street 
Eating foreign food makes me wonder 
What's in it 
Where is your passport 
To the station I go 
Hot lamps 
Russian questions 
No cameras allowed in the U.S.S.R. 
Guard dogs with machine guns on the border of Hell 
Shallow-eyed border guards rummage the bus 






















Eagles of the Canyon Wind 
Dreaming as a child of soaring on canyon updrafts like the eagles 
I watched through the magic glasses of my greatfather. The stories 
heard throughout my childhood of the eagles' grace and valor, made 
the eagle live for me, like no other creature. So I dreamed, dreamed 
of flying on the wind and catching my dinner in a silent swish 
corning out of the sky. Now, again, as an old, old man, I find my 
mind wandering between life ... in my childhood dreams of eagles, 
sighing upwards with the whisper of wings in my ears. 
· ''Mama! Mama!'' 
"Yes, Teka. What is it?" 
"Old Paha ya, he won't get up, and I shook him real hard, too." 
"Go and bring Necada, go quickly, it grows dark soon." 
The wind it whispers past my ears,growing in strength becomes a 
whistling roar as I gather speed and dive, How quickly the ground 
grows near ... 
"May the guardians of his soul 
leave only the remains. 
Their work is finished 
and they scatter on the winds. 
The soul of Pahaya 
must travel onwards 
to the waxing moon for guidance. 
While its' home is left with us, 
to be returned to i.lie Earth Mother 
of its' birth.'' 
Necadas' Song 
l have seen the opening of my sacred-life pouch by Necada, and 
my body dressed. The four feathers in my hands; the sun, the earth, 
the rain , and the wind my brother. The carrier of my 
dreams ... "Come" ... I feel a pull, l must leave . .. "Come away" ...but 




Come away. pain. 
Come now away. Avoid, 
Come far away. pain . 
Come Come 
Avoid the pain. Come away. 
A void the pain. Come away 
Come Come 
Come far away. Avoid, 
Come now away. pain. 
Come away. Avoid, 
Come. pain. 
Chant of the Canyon breezes. 
Yesss, 
Yessss, I feel the breeze of the night stir my feathers. I am hungry 
and it is time to be gone. Ahh, how good to ssstretch again. My 
brother the wind flowsss ssstrong tonight .. . 
"Look, Necadal" 
Carry me high, my brother ... 
"Yes, a very large eagle Teka." 




NEXUS is a student literary publication of Wright State University 
started in 1965. It is published three times a year-Fall, Winter and 
Spring- and distributed free of charge. Write to: NEXUS, Wright 
State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435 
NEXUS welcomes.poetry, fiction, reviews, photographs and artwork 
from all interested persons. Manscripts cannot be returned, 
however, unless accompanied by a self-addressed  stamped 
envelope. 
NEXUS is availble to any little magazine or small press on an 
exchange basis. It may be obtained by mail by sending a 
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